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  American Cyber Ranks Number 16 in Virginia Fantastic 50 Awards 

 

CLIFTON, VA – (April 27, 2017) – On April 27, the Virginia Chamber of Commerce held 

its 22nd Annual Fantastic 50 Awards Banquet, where it awarded American Cyber a 

ranking of number 16 on its 2017 Fantastic 50 List. The awards hosted nearly 500 

attendees who came to celebrate the entrepreneurial success of companies that have 

made significant contributions to Virginia’s growing business economy. As one of the 50 

companies to place on the list, American Cyber was recognized for its 106% growth in 

revenue in 2016 over the previous year.   

 

 

Virginia Chamber of Commerce President and CEO, Barry Duval, remarked: “We know 

that companies will grow and expand where they have the skilled workforce to support 

their mission. We are glad to toast the entrepreneurial spirit of these Virginia business 

leaders and the dedicated employees who have brought these companies continued 

success.” 
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About American Cyber  

American Cyber, Inc. has decades of experience leading transformational C4ISR and 

Cyber initiatives in support of National Security missions. American Cyber identifies, 

implements, and integrates the latest proven technology solutions based upon our 

unique insight into the needs and processes of the U.S. Government, along with our 

specialized knowledge in all aspects of C4ISR and Cyber technologies. Our ability to 

solve any challenge from network gateways to end-users, including mobile device 

challenges, allows American Cyber to offer Solutions with Velocity.  American Cyber is a 

quality-focused organization and, to that end, has obtained ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 

27001 Certifications.  http://www.americancyber.com   

 

About the Fantastic 50 Awards 

Virginia’s FANTASTIC 50 award program is a signature event of the Virginia Chamber of 

Commerce. Now in its 22nd year, the FANTASTIC 50 program is the only annual 

statewide award recognizing Virginia’s fastest growing business. 

Nominations for the 2017 FANTASTIC 50 were sought last fall from local chambers of 

commerce, economic development organizations, and through the sponsors’ networks; 

companies may also nominate themselves. 

To be eligible, a company must be privately held with headquarters in Virginia, show 

revenues between $200,000 and $200 million, and demonstrate positive revenue growth 

and positive net income in its most recent fiscal year over the previous year. Companies 

are judged on four-year revenue history. The professional service firm Dixon Hughes 

Goodman verifies all award entries. 

The Fantastic 50 award program is sponsored by the Virginia Chamber, Cox 

Communications, Inc., Hunton and Williams, Virginia Business Magazine, Dixon Hughes 

Goodman, SunTrust Bank, J.P. Morgan Chase, Fairfax County Economic Development 

Authority, and the Westfields Marriott. 
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About the Virginia Chamber of Commerce  

The Virginia Chamber of Commerce is the largest business advocacy organization in the 

Commonwealth, with more than 26,000 members. The Chamber is the leading non-partisan 

business advocacy organization that works in the legislative, regulatory, civic and judicial arenas 

at the state and federal level to be a force for long-term economic growth in the 

Commonwealth. Learn more at www.vachamber.com 

http://www.vachamber.com/

